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Monday, Tuesday, and every day through

the week, and from year to year, from the

time you leave home until you return;

so that when you come back, you may

not be afraid if the Lord Almighty should

come into the midst of the Saints and re-

veal all the acts and doings and designs

of your hearts in your missions; but be

found clean like a piece of white paper.

That is the way for the Elders to live in

their ministry at home and abroad.

There are a great many things that

could be said here, which would add to

the comfort and consolation of us all—

a great many principles that could be

taught to the Elders, which they must

learn when they go abroad. I will no-

tice one thing with regard to learning.

You will hear a great many Elders say, If

I could go to preaching, I could become

a man like many and others: I should

receive knowledge and understanding; I

should be noted—become a great man

and a wise man. Many have such feel-

ings, that they are greater who are in the

world preaching the Gospel than those

who remain here. It is a grand mistake;

for if those who have lived with us all

the time have not a knowledge of true

principles—do not understand the root

and foundation of the superstructure—

are not filled with knowledge and under-

standing here, they need not appeal to

the Gentile world for it. If they have not

the foundation within themselves of tal-

ent and tact, they need not go abroad for

the Spirit of the Lord to instruct them in

things they cannot be instructed in here

at home, and to obtain improvement

where improvement cannot be made.

We may live here year after year, and

store up knowledge all the time, and

yet not have an opportunity of exhibit-

ing it to others; but if I have knowl-

edge by the Spirit of the Lord, I gain

it at the fountain; and if not quite

at the fountainhead, the nigher I am

to that place, the more I get. Though I

have not the privilege of exhibiting it to

the people, it is on hand whenever the

time comes it should be used. It is a vain

idea to suppose that we can send Elders

into the world who have not got good

common sense, to make men of them. If

they have good sense here, they will have

it yonder; if they have good sense yonder,

they will have good common sense here.

Whether they are there or here does not

alter the foundation that is in them. If

the Elders have natural ability and have

obtained great wisdom or learning, to go

abroad gives them an opportunity to im-

prove upon what they have.

I want to refer to the last speech

made here. Brother Phelps feels very

joyful, as the rest of us do. When we hear

the glad tidings of salvation among the

nations, it gives a spring to our feelings

and fills us with unspeakable joy.

Perhaps in the case before us, as in

others, we might say that men become

children. We are children in the first

place, then become men; and in the sec-

ond place men become children in their

understanding. As to the correctness of

the exalted views that brother Phelps

has of myself, I leave it to the congre-

gation to decide for themselves; but to

place me on a par with the personages

he has named, who have overcome and

entered into the presence of God, or even

to compare me with Joseph Smith, our

martyred Prophet, is too much; though

I expect, if I am faithful, I shall be as

great as they are now, and so can every

other faithful man. But am I now to be

compared with these exalted characters?

Not at all—not even with Joseph; and he

is at present inferior to others brother

Phelps has named. But I expect, if I

am faithful with yourselves, that I shall

see the time with yourselves that we

shall know how to prepare to organize an


